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You Do Not Have to, You Get to. When you feel overwhelmed 
and stressed, don’t tell yourself “I have to do this”. Instead tell 
yourself “I GET to do this” and that itself is a blessing! 

Get Unstuck with These Three Steps: 

1. Reflect on your mindset. You must believe to achieve! 
2. Get comfortable with being uncomfortable. 
3. Focus on progress, not perfection. 

Beware of Burnout. Taking breaks is not counter-productive and 
can help you prevent burnout! Plan short breaks throughout your 
day or set a vacation goal.  Notice how much more productive you 
are when you take time to rest, recharge, and reset. 

Promise Yourself. Write out your personal promise to yourself, 
whatever that may be. Now read it out loud! Find a picture of a 
symbol to remind you of it! Keep reminding yourself that you can, 
you will, and keep going until! 

Act as If. How would you feel if you already completed your goal? 
Write it out!  Now act as if you have achieved it and note the 
difference in your demeanor, posture, and confidence. 

Give 100% of whatever % you have. When you wake up feeling 
at only 50% focus on what you can do, with the % you do have.  

S.T.A.R.T. Follow along in the podcast or write in your own to help 
you keep going! 
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How to Be More Productive - Part Four 

"When you come to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang 
on." 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 

Find ways you can support Black Lives Matter by visiting 
https://blacklivesmatters.carrd.co/ and learn more about Anthony Graves and his 

Foundation at www.anthonygravesfoundation.org. 
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